
 

1. the place in the distance where the earth and the sky appear to meet 
2. a person's horizons are the limit of that person's ideas, knowledge and experience 

 
Welcome to our new, early-morning email, available exclusively to subscribers. Horizon aims at the long view; it’s 

data-rich, strategic food for thought about competing in the business of law. 
 

Horizon doesn't replace our other newsletters, especially Breaking News and The Lawyer News Daily; these will 

continue to alert you instantly to the top stories each day. 
 
 

John Lewis holds a lesson for lawyers  
in more ways than one 

  

The John Lewis (JL) Partnership model, occasionally referenced by well-meaning souls wanting 

to address workforce participation without sounding like Corbynite outriders, is currently looking 

rather strained. The JL shake-up has so far included a new chairman, a merging of two separate 

operations, a year-end profit slump, a third of management roles gone, projected savings of 

£100m… and most interestingly for our purposes, a reconfiguration of the legal team and an 

upcoming panel review that will scrutinise incumbents Slaughter and May, Burges Salmon, 

Eversheds and Dentons.  

 

The personnel changes internally have come thick and fast. Veteran GC Michael Herlihy, late of 

Smiths and ICI, arrived in 2018 as partnership secretary, replacing Keith Hubber (now at Hiscox) 

as chief legal head. The JL reshuffles have favoured retail lawyers, with Hannah Hullah (ex-

M&S), Rebecca Law (ex-Tesco) and Ralph Nathan (ex-Tesco) all now in place. 

  

Within this organisational flurry, the most notable move is an exit. Head of legal operations Maria 

Passemard is leaving to lead LOD (Lawyers on Demand)’s new push into delivery advice – itself 

a strong sign of where the market is going, in that interim providers are gearing up to embed 

themselves into the strategic thinking of in-house teams. Passemard is hot property in legal ops 

circles because she was there at the start of the ops boom, moving from a head of legal role to 

ops and delivery all the way back in 2015.  

 

It is a signal moment because it confirms a new talent trend; a new market in lateral moves for 

legal operations professionals, both in-house and private practice. In the last month Isabel 

Parker, innovation head at Freshfields and Jamie Fraser, formerly of Smiths Group, have both 

gone independent, and have joined a growing band of prominent consultants that includes 

Alastair Maiden (formerly Asda), Vicky Lockie (formerly Pearson), and Sarah Barrett-Vane 

(formerly Royal Mail).   

  



Technology and finance are the biggest employers of legal 

operations professionals 
 

 
 
The number of legal ops and innovation roles has mushroomed over three years. Ops roles were 
usually created before the legal function had worked through its strategic focus, and the ops lead 
therefore helped crystallise internal thinking. Our research (as of 2019) indicates that there are 
now at least 130 ops heads working in-house in the UK, with over half of them working in 
financial services, insurance and fintech – sectors where the processing of data and information 
is at a premium. Whether they have a legal training or not is genuinely irrelevant as far as most 
GCs are concerned, but a glance at ops heads' bios reveals that nearly three-quarters of them 
have qualified as solicitors.  
 
The challenge for those individuals is personal development; do they evolve professionally in 
tandem with the development of the function, or do their roles have a project shelf-life? In the 
meantime, their experience is now valuable enough to become an income stream for the 
individuals involved. There are clear signs of the creation of a consultancy class on the one 
hand, and of significant lateral moves on the other. As New Law providers continue to focus on 
growing market share, the legal ops transfer market is just beginning.  
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